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GET IT ON

Bill Chase

Trumpet in B♭ 2
START WEARING PURPLE

Two-Beat Polka

SING - Pearl Expanded


d

trumpet in B-flat

COROAL BORDELO

are J. Mills
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In Time $= \frac{3}{8}$

Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

So why don't you start wearin' purple for me

Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

It's just a matter of time, go home

Start wearin' purple for me now

Sing - parts transposed

Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey, Hey

Two Beat Polla $= \frac{3}{4}$

TRUMPET IN Bb

IN MARCHEING ROYAL DUKES

START WEARING PURPLE

COROLLA BORBETTO
Salvation is Created
Mars/Back to the Future

Holst/Silvestri
Johnson/Carr
Band of Brothers
Main theme from the HBO Mini Series
Michael Kamen
Arr. a bender

Trumpet in B♭ 1
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Who?
Band of Brothers
Main theme from the HBO Mini Series

Michael Kamen
Arr. a bender

Trumpet in B♭ 3

Who?
Band of Brothers
Main theme from the HBO Mini Series

Trumpet in B♭ 4

Michael Kamen
Arr. a bender

Who?
Honor
Main Title Theme from "The Pacific"
Hans Zimmer
Arr. j carroll

Trumpet in B♭ 1

Who?
Honor
Main Title Theme from "The Pacific"
Hans Zimmer
Arr. J. Carroll

Trumpet in B♭ 2

A

B
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Who?
Honor
Main Title Theme from "The Pacific"
Hans Zimmer
Arr. j carroll

Trumpet in B♭ 3

A

B

C

D

E

Solo

Who?